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Beyond the Drought

A series of short videos & tools to help your landscape
survive the drought and thrive in the future!
How much water does your
garden REALLY need to thrive?

Use less water by adjusting
your controller for weather at
least monthly. Use this sprinkler
scheduler on your computer,
tablet, or smart phone to calculate run-times based on current
weather in your area.

Try it out

B A S E D O N
W E A T H E R

your controller for weather at

What to do if you must
reduce landscape water use.

late run-times based on current

Renovate your landscape
for water efficiency.

C U R R E N T

Learn strategies to help you create a
georgeous, water-efficient landscape for
today and beyond the drought.
COMING SOON!

Calculates run-time minutes
per week for one sprinkler
zone at a time.

Provided with the
generous support
of the Water Forum

www.ecolandscape.org/new-ca

How much water does your
garden REALLY need to thrive?

Use less water by adjusting

How you can have a lovely garden that
doesn’t waste water. Learn some lowtech solutions for determining how
much to water and when.

Learn how to maintain and fortify your
existing landscape while reducing the
amount of water usage. Create a more
drought-tolerant landscape for today and
beyond the drought.

Sacramento Region
Smart Sprinkler
Scheduler

A series of short videos & tools to help your landscape
survive the drought and thrive in the future!
How you can have a lovely garden that
doesn’t waste water. Learn some lowtech solutions for determining how
much to water and when.

least monthly. Use this sprinkler
scheduler on your computer,
tablet, or smart phone to calcuweather in your area.

What to do if you must
reduce landscape water use.

Try it out

Learn how to maintain and fortify your
existing landscape while reducing the
amount of water usage. Create a more
drought-tolerant landscape for today and
beyond the drought.

Sacramento Region
Smart Sprinkler
Scheduler
B A S E D O N
W E A T H E R

Renovate your landscape
for water efficiency.

C U R R E N T

Learn strategies to help you create a
georgeous, water-efficient landscape for
today and beyond the drought.
COMING SOON!

Calculates run-time minutes per week for one
sprinkler zone at a time.

Provided with the
generous support
of the Water Forum
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Eco-Friendly
Landscape Design Plans for
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The New California Landscape
www.ecolandscape.org/programs_GreenGardenerProg.html

The New California Landscape
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RIVER-FRIENDLY LANDSCAPING GREEN
GARDENER PROGRAMS
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River-Friendly Landscaping is an approach to landscaping
that works with nature to reduce waste, prevent pollution
and support the integrity of the Sacramento River watershed.

River-Friendly Landscaping is an approach to landscaping
that works with nature to reduce waste, prevent pollution
and support the integrity of the Sacramento River watershed.

